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INTRODUCTION

Chile, with it's 5,000 kilometers of coastline, is one of

the countries in the world with the highest potential for the

development of commercial fisheries. Chile is one of the five

major producers of fisheries products in the world. In 1982

the total landings reached 3,846,372 tons representing a 9.80%

increase from 1981.

The contribution of the national fishery activity to the

Gross National Product has fluctuated between 1.5 and 2 percent

over the past 10 years. This percentage should be considered

high in comparison with that of traditionally strong fishing

countries as Japan, Norway, Spain or Portugal. Because of the

geographical characteristics of Chile this activity is expected

to constitute an important factor in Chile's national economic

development.

The exploitation of Chile's diverse fishery resources has

resulted in the existence of various well defined fishing activ-

ities based on the predominant species that they exploit. This

allows the identification of five distinct fishing zones in the

country: Northern, Little Northern, Central, Southern, and

Austral.

One of the most important fisheries of the Austral zone,

corresponding to the Magallanes area and the Magellan Strait,

is the king crab (Centolla), Lithodes antarctica. The basic
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objective of this project is to describe the fisheries of

this resource from an economic-biological stand point.

The fisheries of these crustaceans have, since the 1960's,

been one of the predominant fishing activities of the Chilean

XII Region. In later years the X and XI Regions, also began

extracting the king crab, but 99.6 percent of the total landings

in 1981 occurred in Region XII.

Until the year 1973, the king crab fishery was in a devel-

opmental stage with an average annual landing of 400 tons.

Landings increased rapidly until 1979 and have now decreased

close to 1976-77 levels.

In order to obtain a complete picture of the king crab

fisheries a substantial amount of literature was gathered.

Important data especially for Chapters I to III, was extracted

from IFOP studies and the Instituto de la Patagonia (IP) studies.

The Oficina Nacional de Planificacion (ODEPA) and the Chilean

Trade Promotion Bureau (Pro-Chile) were very helpful in

providing economic data for this part of the project. However,

data from different sources were not always consistent. Therefore,

the final figures reported in this study are the best approxi-

mation.

The outline is organized in a way that presents first the

biological aspects, the economic and legal aspects and finally

an analysis of United States and Chilean king crab trade.
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OBJECTIVES

- To characterize Chile as a producer-exporter of king crab.

- To describe the history and actual situation of Chile as a
world producer of king crab.

- To explore the future of these fisheries according to the
international and local factors.

- To develop a data-base for a world wide econometric model of
supply and demand of king crab.

- To provide information that will help in the development of
king crab trade between the United States and Chile.
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METHODOLOGY

This project was developed in four basic steps:

1) In May and April of 1982, the main information needs

were identified. At the same time institutions and

companies in Chile were contacted to determine what

information was available.

2) In close collaboration with Pro-Chile a field trip

was made during January, 1983. This field trip

consisted of a series of meetings with governmental

bodies, private companies, and research institutions

in Santiago, Chile. A considerable amount of data

was gathered and channels were opened for the future

collection of data.

3) Between March 1983 and November 1983, more data was

received from Chile and analysis began. At this time

the University of Alaska and Oregon State University

were helping to process and narrow the work to the

primary needs of the project.

4) Between December 1983 and February 1984 the final

analysis and the conclusions were developed.
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I. BIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS

A. Scientific and Common Names 

Scientific Name:	 Class: Crustacea
Family: Lithoididae
Genus: Lithodes
Specie: Lithodes antarticus jacquinot*

* It is also described as Lithodes 
antarctica

Common Name:	 Centolla, Chilean King Crab, King Crab

Similar Species of Commercial Importance: Paralithodes 
camtsachatica - Alaska, U.S.A. Alaskan King Crab

B. Specie Distribution 

Geographic Distribution

The distribution of Lithodes antarctica in the Pacific runs

from Chiloe (45°S) to the last tip of South America (55°S). Other

authors broaden this distribution from Valdivia (39°S) to Cabo

de Hornos (Figure 1). For the Atlantic the distribution is

from Camarones (44°S) to the Beagle Channel, including the

Falkland Islands. It has been observed that some Lithodes 

antarctica reach the cold currents at (36°S) latitude in areas

close by De la Plata River.

Depth Distribution 

Scientific expenditions off the Chilean coast report a

depth distribution from the beach to 150 meters. Larger size

animals concentrate in depths up to 220 meters. In May 1978

T/V KIRI MARU detected Centolla between 440 and 595 meters.
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Fig. 1 Chilean King Crab, Distribution and Fishing Areas
Source: I.F.O.P.
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Scelzo (1973) reported that in the Buenos Aires province, the

Centolla is found from the Patagonia shallow waters through 600

meters and is associated with temperatures between 4.7 and 7.8°C.

C. Biological Aspects 

Reproduction 

Sexual Dimorphism. Lithodes antarctica is a species

displaying sexual dimorphism. In the male the abdomen has

triangular form and the plates are symmetrical (Figure 2),

but in the females the abdomen is rounded and the plates are

non-symmetrical.

b)

Fig. 2 Sexual Dimorphism in Lithodes antarctica. a) male;
b) female
Source: IFOP
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Sexual Maturity 

The size at sexual maturity for Lithodes antarctica varies

according to the region, even within relatively close areas,

for both males and females. Studies in 1973 reported that

in the Santa Maria area, (Bahia Inutil) sexual maturity of

females is reached at an average size of 80 mm cephalothorax

(C.L.), but slight differences can be detected in different

areas of Porvenir and Dawson Island. That difference is more

sharply defined in the Navarino area (south of Beagle Channel)

where maturity is reached at a much larger size. King crab

from Golfo Almirante Montt are smaller than in other known

areas and sexual maturity in females is reached at a smaller

size.

Studies in 1974 indicate that sexual maturity in males of

Lithodes antarctica from Punta Arenas-Porvenir areas and the

Magellan Strait, occurred at an average size of 90 mm (C.L.).

Fecundity 

According to Guzman and Campodonico (1972), Centolla

fecundity is directly related to (C.L.). Those authors

analyzed animals in which (C.L.) varies between 77.5 and 131.0 mm.

The number of eggs obtained per animal vary from 4,111.00 to

39,303.00. They suggest too that fecundity could vary from one

year to another or within different areas.
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Spawn and Larvae Release 

The king crab spawn occurs immediately after the molt. The

entire sexually mature population spawns in a 25 to 30 day period.

In Magallanes this occurs commonly from early December through

the first week of January, with some variations in different years

and areas.

The females carries the eggs on her pleopods from 10 to 11

months at the end of which the larvae are released. The larvae

that are released in Bahia Inutil, Isla Dawson and Punta Arenas

occur from October through the end of November and, like spawning,

there are differences in different years and areas. Analyzing the

data from Golfo Almirante Montt it was found that the larvae

release and the spawning occur about a month earlier than in

adjacent areas. According to specific environmental circumstances,

one can observe variations in timing for those processes.

Spawning Area

King crab have specific areas to spawn, as is indicated by

the presence of females with eggs in specific areas. This is the

case in the Santa Maria area at Bahia Inutil. The depth in which these

higher female concentrations occur varies but generally it is in

shallow waters of less than 20 meters.
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Growth

Through tagging experiments made by the Fisheries Devel-

opment Institute of Santiago, Chile, it has been possible to

learn something about the growth of king crab. It was deter-

mined in 1973 that in tagged males released the previous

year there was one group that experienced an average growth

(in C.L.) of 11.1 mm and another group 23.7 mm. This corre-

sponds to one or two molts, respectively. Two groups were

observed in males recaptured after two years: one with an

average (C.L.) of 22.2 mm and another with an average of 35.7

mm, corresponding to two or three molts, respectively. For

females the average increase after a year was 5.5 mm.

An inverse relationship exists between the size and molt

frequency. For small individuals multiple molts were observed,

for middle and large sizes there is normally only one molt.

According to this data males over 90 mm of C.L. (average

size of sexual maturity), experience one annual molt, with an

average increment of C.L. of about 10 mm. Similarly, females

above 80 mm experience a single annual molt (average size of

sexual maturity) but the average increase of C.L. per molt is

5 mm (Figure 3). Multiple yearly molts were observed in smaller

animals. For both sexes in the Puerto Natales areas we can

distingush three group sizes between 20 and 80 mm C.L. (Figure 4).

It is expected that a male or female individual of 80 mm

C.L. would be at least three years old. For a king crab to
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reach the minimum legal size of 120 mm, it will take at least

seven years.

Behavior 

Migrations 

Tagging experiments showed that king crab does not migrate

significantly. Migration does occur in relation to the repro-

duction pattern and is measured in terms of length. It was

determined that after a year, 78.8% of the males and 81.8% of

the females were in the same areas in which they were tagged.

In the Santa Maria area, (Bahia Inuntil), a male that moved

30 miles in two years and seven males that moved 20 miles

were found. A smaller displacement of females was observed,

ten individuals moved a maximum of 13 miles.

Aggregation Formations 

The aggregation formation of king crab is a known phenomenon.

In some protected bays, of 1 to 5 meters depth, large numbers

of aggreating young (20-70 mm) individuals can be observed.

This generally occurs in places of abundant algae concentration

of "Huiro" type (Macrocystis pyrifera). Stuardo and Solis (1963),

through diving observations, found that small size Centollas were

in shallow waters, as in the case of Paralithodes camtsachatica 

(Alaskan King Crab). Also through diving observations, a great

number of individuals were found under "Huiro" foliage. In this

sense, the behavior of Chilean king crab is similar to the Alaskan

king crab, in which aggregations form from the second to the

fourth year.
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Weight/Length Relationship 

Estimated weight values are given for the most frequent

catch sizes and the increment in weight vs. cephalothorax length

for males and females is shown (Table 1 and Figure S).

The cephalothorax length (C.L.) was measured in milimeters

between the eye orbit and the middle posterior point of the

cephalothorax (carapace) (Figure 6). The weight (w.) corresponds

to live individuals sampled on the beach with 25 gr. precision.

The weight increment vs. cephalothorax length for males and

females is represented for the following equations:

Males	 W = 2.44 x 10
-4	L3.22570

Females	 W = 1.491 x 10
-3	L2.81234

D.	 Population Structure 

Size Composition 

The size of king crab, captured with nets, under previous

legislation reaches from 50 to 180 mm of C.L. in males and 50 to

145 mm in females (Figure 7). It is important to mention the

remarkable difference in size of male king crab from areas of

Porvenir and Navarino, a fact that can be attributed to the

different degree of exploitation in these zones. King crab has

been exploited intensively in Porvenir since the beginning of

this fishery. In Navarino heavy exploitation started only in

1975.

During the season 1980-81 a new type of gear was used (traps)

and the size of king crab captured ranged from 56 to 187 mm C.L.
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Table 1.	 Estimated Weight Values for Cephalothorax Length in
King Crab, Porvenir Area.

MALES FEMALES

C.L.
(mm)

W
(gr)

C.L.
(mm)

W
(gr)

C.L.
(mm)

W
(gr)

C.L.
(mm) (gr)

80 336 120 1,242 80 335 120 1,049
82 364 122 1,310 82 360 122 1,099
84 393 124 1,381 84 385 124 1,150
86 424 126 1,454 86 411 126 1,203
88 457 128 1,530 88 439 128 1,258
90 491 130 1,608 90 467 130 1,314
92 527 132 1,689 92 497 132 1,372
94 567 134 1,773 94 528 134 1,431
96 605 136 1,860 96 560 136 1,492
98 646 138 1,950 98 594 138 1,554

100 690 140 2,042 100 628 140 1,618
102 735 142 2,138 102 664
104 783 144 2,237 104 702
106 833 146 2,338 106 740
108 884 148 2,443 108 780
110 938 150 2,551 110 821
112 994 152 2,663 112 864
114 1,053 154 2,778 114 904
116 1,114 156 2,896 116 954
118 1,177 158 3,017 118 1,001

160 3,142

Source: IFOP
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Fig. 6 Measure of Cephalothorax Length (CL) in King Crab
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Sex Ratio 

Geaghan (1973) broadly discusses the aspect of sexual proportion

in king crab catches. He proposes various hypotheses to explain why

the net and the trap capture more males than females. One cause

may be differences in behavior of both sexes. During fishing

season females may have less mobility because of molting and

breeding. This theory does not explain the differences in different

areas. Another stated hypotheses attributes the difference to the

net selectivity for the individual sizes. Because females are

smaller than males the net would be more selective for males.

Finally Geaghan suggests that this may occur because during fishing

season the crabs are grouped by sex and the fisherman would be the

one who does the selecting. This difference in sexual proportion

is attributed also to the different behavior between sexes. For

example, the reproduction process. It was found during experimental

fishing in Isla Dawson that the male proportion is bigger.

E.	 Ecology 

Physical Environment 

There are not specific studies about physical and chemical

conditions and their relationship to king crab presence. The

oceanographic information taken from an experimental fishing study

in the Channel Zone between 48°S and 53°30'S, in November and

December 1977, showed maximum and minimum temperatures of 10.1°C

and 6.1°C, respectively, and salinity maximum and minimum was 31.5

and 27.5°/oo respectively.
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Ecologic Relationships 

Parasitism 

King crab is parasited by the cirripidia Briarossacus

callosus. This parasite attaches to the lower abdomen in

males and females. Stuardo and Solis (1963) referring to

parasitism reported that the inflitration percentage is

approximately 0.33% of the population. Data obtained from three

areas in the Ultima Esperanza Zone showed that the degree of

parasitism varies according to the zone. In one zone the

percentage of females with parasites reached 18.4%. In general

the parasitism is more frequently found in females. The average

percentage of female and males parasitized for the three studied

areas was 8.9% and 3.3%, respectively.

Simbiosis 

Campodonico and Guzman (1977), reported the inter-specific

relationship between a fish and king crab. The fish deposited

the eggs on the branchial chambers of king crab. The symbiotic

relationship is more common in males (the local fishermen referring

to those individuals, talk about males with eggs).
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II. EXPLOITATION

A.	 Fleet 

Vessel Types 

There are six basic types of vessels used in the XII Region

king crab fisheries. (Listed by local names.)

- Bote:

Wood vessel less than 7 meters length, row propelled,

crew of two/three fishermen.

- Chalupa:

Wood vessel, 7 to 9 meters length, propelled by an

inboard or outboard 12 to 25 HP engine. Crew of four fishermen.

- Lancha:

Wood vessel, 8 to 10 meters length with a small roof

covering the helmsman and engine. It is propelled by a 20 to

36 HP engine, with hold capacity up to 15 tons. This type of

vessel is used for fishing and transport and is manned by four

fishermen.

- Cuter:

Wood vessel, 10 to 17 meters length with a roof, bridge,

helm wheel and mast. It can windsail if needed. It's equipped

with a 30 to 160 HP engine with gross tonnage registration of

10 to 30 tons. It is used for fishing and transport. The biggest

cuters are equipped with hydraulic power to recover traps and nets;

crew of 6 to 8 fishermen.
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- Pesqueros Multipropositos (P.M.P.):

Steel embarkation, 17 to 22 meters length. There are two

kinds of P.M.P.:

- Pesqueros specifically designed for king crab fishing.

Adapted with wet tanks for catch transport. Characteristics: 17

to 18 meters length, 200 HP engine and hydraulic gear to operate

traps and nets.

- Boat types "anchovetero," reconditioned for king crab

fishing or catch transport. Main characteristics: 20-22 meters

length, 240 to 350 HP engine. Hold capacity -- 115 to 135 m3,

crew of 6 to 12 fishermen, hydraulic gear.

B.	 Fishing Gear 

The traditional fishing gear used for king crab fishing has

been the fishing net (Figure 8). This type of net has been used

by most fishermen since the beginning of these fisheries. In 1980

new legislation outlawed the net and forced the fishermen to use

the trap.

The general characteristics of the trap, as they can be observed

in Figure 9, are a 160 cm diameter in the base, mouth 60 cm diameter,

height 47 cm.

The trap is generally fished by hand. Usually a set of eight

units is dropped overboard every time, although occasionally indi-

vidual traps are used, especially from small vessels. The tacking

is done by hydraulic or mechanical winch in the big vessels.
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C.	 Number of Vessels 

According to the Instituto de Fomento Pesquero, the number

of vessels fishing king crab in the XII Region (Table 2) is:

Vessel Type	 Number

Chalupa	 70

Lancha	 15

Cuter	 30

Pesqueros Multi Proposito 	 7

TOTAL	 122

Table 2 Number of Vessels Fishing King Crab

This data published in 1979 does not include the number of

Botes fishing king crab. At the same time it can be seen that the

fleet fishing king crab is very heterogeneous. The diversification

of the fishing fleet is one of the biggest problems in estimating

fishing effort.

During the fishing season 1980-81 the total number of vessels

that participated in the king crab season was 115, including 7

exclusively for transport.
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If we divide the fishing area into two big zones with the

Magellan Strait as the center as we did in Table 3:

Vessel Type

North Zone South Zone

Number Number

Bote 11 13.1 1 4.2

Chalupa 15 17.9 4 16.6

Lancha 22 26.6 9 37.5

Cuter 25 29.7 7 29.2

P •M•P• 11 13.1 3 12.5

TOTAL 84 100.0 24 100.0

Table 3 Fishing Vessels Divided by Area

It can be seen that the fishing effort is concentrated in the

zone north of the Magellan Strait rather than to the south.

D.	 Fishing Season 

In the XII Region the fishing season for king crab is open,

by law, from July 1 to January 30. Eight or nine years ago the

fishing season worked by the companies, ran from October to

mid-January. During this time it is possible to obtain the

highest yield of king crab meat.

Because of the increase in exports of this product the fishing

companies fish king crab throughout the entire legal season, although

most of the industrial fleets don't start operating until August.
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Heavy Fishing	 Effort

Conservation Period

1	 Highest Yield	 I
I	 I

Fishing Season

I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I

JASONDJFMAMJ(Month)

Fishing Season and Conservation Period for King Crab

For the 1980-81, and following a historical pattern, about

78 percent of the landings occurred between October and January.

The landing data for 1981 can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4 King Crab Total Landing (Tons) per Month, 1980-81 Season

Month	 Landing 

July '80	 21.4

August	 93.1

September	 151.7

October	 182.7

November	 288.4

December	 289.0

January '81	 205.0 

TOTAL	 1,231.3 (tons)

E.	 Landing andFishing Areas 

The fisheries of king crab in Chile are mainly concentrated

in the XII Region (Figure 10). There are four landing ports for

king crab in this region: Punta Arenas, Rinconada Bulnes, Porvenir

and Puerto Williams. With the exception of Rinconada Bulnes, each
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Fig. 10 King Crab Landing Ports and Main Study Areas
Source: Instituto de la Patagonia
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port has processing plants. Figure 10 is also divided into sectors

I to XI, according to Instituto de la Patagonia identifying areas

of study for king crab.

The larger fishing boats normally operate from one of these

ports. However, the Chalupa, Lancha and small Cuter stay in small

bays along the coast where they remain during the entire season.

In those cases the catch is transported to the processing centers

by land or sea.

The fishing areas for king crab during the 1980 season can

be observed in Figure 11, as well as the main fishing villages

devoted to king crab fishing. In Table 5, are listed the main

camps and villages for king crab landing and loading.

F.	 Landing Series 

The Chilean king crab fisheries were started in the early

1960's. The industry is one of the most important fisheries activities

of the XII Region. The X and XI Regions just recently began to fish

this crustacean but the XII Region is still the king crab fisheries

most important area. In Table 6, we observe the landings of king

crab from 1972 to 1982.

From Table 6 and Figure 12, we observe an almost continuous

increase in landings from 1971 to 1979, then in 1980 we see a

decrease in landings and in 1981 there is a 56 percent decrease

of the landings compared to the peak year of 1979.
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Fig. 11 King Crab Fishing Sectors for Fishing Season 1980-1981,
in XII Region

Source: Instituto de la Patagonia
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Table 5 King Crab Camps, Landings and Embark Centers, Season 1980-1981

Embark	 Landing Indust.
Area	 Sector
	

Camp
	

Center	 Center	 Center

	

I	 Porvenir	 x
Lote 17	 x	 x

	

II	 Pto. Curtze	 x	 x
Palomares
Santa Rosa	 x	 x
Pto. Invierno
Rio Canelo	 x	 x

	IV	 Seno Martinez	 x	 x
Seno Dresden	 x	 x
Isla Guardian Brito	 x	 x

	

VI	 Seno Ano Nuevo	 x	 x

VIII	 Pto. Williams
Bahia Virginia	 x	 x
Caleta Navarino	 x	 x

	IX	 Chabunco	 x	 x
Cabo Negro	 x	 x
Isla Isabel	 x	 x

	X 	 Isla Maldonado	 x	 x
Isla Parker	 x	 x
Estrecho Nelson	 x	 x

Rinconada Bulnes
Punta Carrera
Agua Fresca
Punta Arenas	 x	 x
Tres Puentes	 x	 x
Pto. Natales



King Crab Landings, 1970-1982 (Tons)

Year Landing

1970 428

1971 372

1972 391

1973 355

1974 511

1975 609

1976 1,028

1977 1,721

1978 1,408

1979 2,265

1980 1,351

1981 1,280

1982 1,473
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Table 6



Fig. 12 Chilean Landings of King Crab
Source: Sernap
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As it was mentioned before, the major landings of king

crab occur in the XII Region (Table 7).

Table 7 King Crab Landings, 1981 (in tons) per Region 	

Region
	

I to IX	 X	 XI	 XII

Landings
	

0	 4	 2	 1,275

G.	 Index of Relative Abundance (C.P.U.E.) (catch per unit of effort)

The latest analysis of (C.P.U.E.) was done for the fishing

season 1980-1981. In Table 8 and Figure 13 we can observe the

catch analyzed by number of individuals, effort in number of traps,

and catch per unit of effort. The areas for which these values were

calculated are Porvenir, Seno Afio Nuevo, and Isla Maldonado (Figure

10). For the last two areas, a fishing effort increase resulted in

an increase for Seno Afio Nuevo and a decrease for Isla Maldonado.

For the entire season, the values of the abundance index for

Areas I, VI, and X, were 0.9, 2.2 and 1.4. In Porvenir area, there

seems to be a stabilization of the (C.P.U.E.). In the other areas

an increase in effort resulted in a decrease of this index. This

is evident in area X, where the effort increase was significant

during the season 1980-1981.
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Table 8. Catch per Month Analyzed, Effort and Catch per Unit of Effort
(C.P.U.E.), in Areas ofPorvenir (I), Seno Ano Nuevo (VI) and
Isla Maldonado (X). Fishing Season 1980-81. (For Areas refer
to Figure 10.)

Month
Analyzed Catch

(No.	 Animals)
Effort

(No. Traps)
C.P.U.E.

(Animal/Trap)

-- Area I --

July 618 972 0,6

August 3,026 5,078 0,6

September 2,308 2,560 0,9

October 3,516 2,800 1,3

November 3,592 3,556 1,0

December 2,340 2,838 0,8

January 251 324 0,8

--Area VI --

July 630 344 1,8

August 30,665 12,567 2,4

September 39,341 15,611 2,5

October 57,666 24,928 2,3

November 53,904 23,846 2,3

December 39,319 23,209 1,7

January 38,447 20,654 1,9

Area X --

July 6,754 4,239 1,6

August 21,261 8,508 2,5

September 28,707 11,359 2,5

October 39,994 31,361 1,3

November 55,325 36,320 1,5

December 46,140 40,367 1,1

January 32,139 33,500 1,0
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Fig. 13 Monthly Fluctation of Catch, Effort, and Catch Per Unit of
Effort (C.P.U.E.) for King Crab in Areas of Porvenir (I),
Seno Ano Nuevo (VI), and Isla Maldonado (X). Season 1980-
1981.

Source: Instituto de la Patagonia
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III: THE INDUSTRY

A.	 Companies 

The early years of the Chilean king crab industry were characterized

by a few steadily growing companies. After 1979 the number of companies

increased.

By the 1980-81 fishing season there were thirteen companies

in Chile producing king crab meat for exportation. Some companies

halted production of king crab at this time due to deep internal

economic problems being felt in Chile. The companies which continued

production were marketing 327 tons a year mostly in the form of a

canned final product. None of these companies were utilizing their

full production capabilities.

The number of exporting companies through ODEPA export

statistics are shown in Table 9.

Table 9 Number of Exporting Companies 1979 through 1982

1979 1980 1981 1982

13 15 12 18

Source: ODEPA Statistics

Of the Chilean king crab exporting companies during these

years we found several new companies that had not been exporters

before; also some of these new companies appear as exporters one

year and not the next. This reflects a dynamic movement in this

industry. Table 10 lists the 9 companies that remain as regular

exporters during most years.



FrozenIndustry Canned

Pesquera 2 Oceanos

Pesquera Cabo de Hornos
	

X

Pesquera Garay

Pesquera Magallanes
	

X

Pesquera Punta Mar

Coop. Pescadoes de T del
	

X

Fuego

Pesquera Polo Sur

Soc. Pesquera McLean	 X

X

X

X

X

X

X

38

Product

Table 10. Chilean King Crab Industries, Season 80-81 and production type
capabilities.

Source: Instituto de la Patagonia
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B. Plant Types and Sizes 

During the first fifteen years of king crab fisheries development

the fishing grounds were concentrated in one area very close to the

processing plants. This was due to low processing capabilities, few

freezing facilities and also the fact that the fishing fleets were

small.

Recently the king crab industry has entered into a period of

capacity and geographic expansion. The processing plants have been

modified, adding moreproductionlines, freezing and packaging

facilities and more efficient fleets.

The available information, in terms of actual processing capabilities

of plants, in the XII region is given in Table 11. From Table 11 we

conclude that two companies are the most important in terms of raw

material processing capacity. This is also confirmed by the export

statistics. Pesquera Magallenes and Pesquera Cabo de Hornos are

the two most important companies, with more than 60% of the total

industry production.

C. Production Share by Type of Product 

King crab is produced in the form of canned and frozen final

product in Chile. In Figure 14, we observe the production percentages

for the years 1977-1982.

Most production occurs in canned form product, averaging more

than 60% of the production within these years. There were sharp

decreases in canned production during the years 1979 and 1982.

A decrease in total final canned product implies a substitutional
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Company
Frozen

Rm tons/day
Canned

Rm tons/day

Pesquera 2 Oceanos 30.0 --

Pesquera Cabo de Hornos 30.0 7.5

Pesquera Garay 4.0 --

Pesquera Magallanes 28.0 40.0

Cop. Pescadores

Tierra del Fuego -- 3.0

Pesquera Pdo Sur. 4.0 --

Soc. Pesquera McLean -- 12

Pesquera Vasquez 19 --

Table 11.	 Industrial processing capabilities in King Crab Industry XII,
Region

Source: Sernap. Personal Communination.
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Fig. 14 Production Share, (Frozen-Canned) Chilean King Crab
Source: ODEPA Statistics
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effect with frozen products. When companies produce less canned

final product they produce more frozen final product, assuming

constant supply from fishermen.

D. Fleet-Ownership 

Recalling Chapter II-A, we know that there are basically 5

different kinds of vessels used in this fishery. From data collected

through personal communications with the companies, plus data provided

by SUBSEP we conclude that the companies own Pesqueros Multiproposito,

Cuters and some lanchas. Chalupas and botes are mainly.owned by local

fishermen that sell their catch to the companies. Next in Table 12

we describe the fleet owned by the private companies.

From Table 12 we see differences in the size of fleets main-

tained by the different companies. The largest fleet is operated

by Pesquera Magallanes followed by Pesquera McLean and Pesquera

Cabo de Hornos.

E. Geographic Distribution of Production Facilities and Company's 
Central Offices

Central Offices 

Most king crab processing companies have their central offices

in the capital of Chile, Santiago. Santiago is located approximately

on latitude 32° south, 100 km inland from the main Chilean port,

Valparaiso. A list of addresses for the larger companies follows:

Pesquera Cabo de Hornos
Moneda 812-OF. 704
Telex 44001 ITT CZ Cabo de Hornos
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Table 12 Fleet Owned by the King Crab Fishing Companies

-PESQUERAA AN

NAME	 System	 tons	 (M3)	 Year	 Construction	 h.p.
Fishing	 Gross	 Carrying Cap.	 Enging

Zeus	 Trap	 22	 25	 1977	 Steel	 220

Minerva	 Trap	 22	 25	 1977	 Steel	 220

Pluton	 Trap	 22	 25	 1977	 Steel	 220

Alacran	 II	 Trap	 140	 86	 1960	 Steel	 500

Dona Mercedes	 Trap	 98.16	 54	 1964	 Steel	 320

Camelio I	 Trap	 98.16	 54	 1964	 Steel	 325

San Pedro	 Trap	 105.60	 83	 1963	 Steel	 300

Pacifico	 I	 Trap	 125.20	 80	 1963	 Steel	 320

Hal con	 Trap	 24	 180	 1974	 Wood	 220

Delfin	 Trap	 24	 180	 1974	 Wood	 220

Albacora	 Trap	 30.81	 15	 1973	 Wood	 220

Don Pablo	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 24

Dona Carmen	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 24

Dona Ema	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 24

Dona Generosa	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 24

Claudia	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 24

Liliana	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 24

Dona Genoveva	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 24

Silvia	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 24

Rossana	 Wood	 no engine

Chaguita	 --	 Wood	 no engine

Paola	 --	 Wood	 no engine

Silvana	 --	 Wood	 no engine

Don. Humberto	 --	 Wood	 no engine

- PESQUERA CABO DE HORNOS

Victoria	 Trap	 34.17	 36	 1979	 Steel	 165

Jeanar	 Trap	 62	 36	 1972	 Wood	 170

Akade	 Trap	 75.65	 100	 1960	 Steel	 200

Palao Miat	 Transport.	 130.55	 100	 1969	 Steel	 365

Alce	 Trap	 16	 107	 1977	 Wood	 20

- PESQUERA DOS OCEANOS

Cecilia	 I	 Trap	 20	 5	 1970	 Wood	 75

Cecilia II	 Trap	 25	 8	 1982	 Wood	 120

Nord See	 Trap	 64.54	 40	 1963	 Steel	 240

Zeebruge	 Trap	 34.27	 17	 1970	 Wood	 155

Destendes	 Trap	 34.27	 17	 1970	 Wood	 155

Gloria	 Trap	 --	 3	 1981	 Steel	 60

- PESQUERA VASQUEZ

Sagitario	 Trap	 --	 --	 Wood	 25

Viegjolbo	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 25

Gauchita	 Small

Boat	 --	 --	 Wood

Bucanero	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 36

Acuario	 Trap	 --	 --	 Steel	 20

Machote	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 40

Angelica	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 20

Patricio	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 20

- Coop. PESCADORES TIERRA DEL FUEGO

Copetif	 Trap	 24.41
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Wood
	

87

- PESQUERA MACLEAN

Navarino	 Trap	 14.55	 16	 1946	 Wood	 190

Petrolaue	 Trap	 35	 75	 1957	 Steel	 155

Cristian	 I	 Trap	 30.10	 19	 1977	 Wood	 125

Cristian	 II	 Trap	 20	 24	 1978	 Wood	 150

22 deSeptiembe	 Trap	 9.9	 --	 --	 Wood	 22

Porfin	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 22

Virginia	 Trap	 --	 --	 Wood	 22

Matita	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 22

La Nina	 Trap	 --	 --	 --	 Wood	 22

Diana	 Trap	 --	 --	 Wood	 22

SOURCE: Sernap - Personal Communication.
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Pesquera Magallanes
Maclver 125 Piso 15°
Telex 240434 Camel CL
Santiago, Chile

Pesquera Dos Oceanos
Moneda 856-0F. 409
Telex 240735 Menen CL
Santiago, Chile

Pesquera McLean
Casilla 32-D
Punta Arenas, Chile

Pesquera Garay
Correo Punta Arenas, Chile

Pesquera Punta Mar
Correo Punta Arenas, Chile

Coop Pescadores de T del Fuego
Almirante Senoret
sin Puerto Porvenir, Chile

Soc. Pesquera Polo Sur
Correo Punta Arenas, Chile

Pesquera Vasquez
Correo Punta Arenas, Chile

Production Facilities 

Most production facilities are located in the XII region, 45°

south to 55° south. In this region most processing plants are located

in the city of Punta Arenas. The geographic distribution of the

plants is following:

Pesquera Magallanes
Pesquera Cabo de Hornos
Pesquera dos Oceanos
Pesquera Garay
Pesquera Vazgues

Punta Arenas
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Coop Pescadores Tierra del Fuego -- Puerto Porvenir

Pesquera Polo Sur -- Puerto Natales

Pesquera McLean -- Bahia Virginia Navarino Island

Figure 15 shows the location of the companies processing plants

in the XII region.

F.	 Labor Force 

For the season 1980-81 the industry generated employment

for about 1500 people that worked in processing plants. The

estimated number of fishermen in this fishery was 550, most of

them worked for the industry and labored on board cuters and

Pesqueros Multi Proposito.
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Fig. 15 Geographic Distribution of Processing Plants
Source: SERNAP, Pro-Chile and personal communication
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IV: KING CRAB INDUSTRY

Chilean exports of king crab began in 1960, with a small

number of destination markets and a small volume of exports. The

king crab exports have shown a large increase in terms of export

value between 1972 and 1980. This amount represents over a

100,000% increase in eight years. In terms of the percentage

of total Chilean exports, the king crab represents just 0.015%

of the total exports by the fisheries sector of the economy in

1972. By 1980 this value had increased to 1.22%.

Chilean king crab is exported to many areas, but mainly

to South America, North America, and Europe in a variety of

canned and frozen products.

A.	 Exports by Volume and FOB Value 

As stated before, the Chilean exports of king crab registered

a strong increase between 1972 and 1980. In Figure 16 we can see

this increase with just $4,600 (FOB) exported in 1972 and $6,144,000

(FOB) exported in 1982. A possible explanation for this increase

in exports could be the favorable conditions of demand in the

international market and the creation of new companies in Chile

that increased the supply of the product.

In terms of volume exported, the statistics available range

from 1977 to 1982 and show an increase in volume exported with

148,558.0 (kn) in 1977 and 308,534.0 (kn) in 1980. In 1982

exports were 496,193.0 (kg).



Fig. 16 Chilean Exports of King Crab in $ (FOB) - 1972-1982
Source: ODEPA and SUBSEP
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According to Figure 17 we can see a decline in the export

of king crab in 1981. This is possibly due to the international

economic recession period in developed countries, these are the

principal buyers of the Chilean king crab. Not only high value

exports such as king crab decreased, but all Chilean exports

decreased during this time.

The year 1982, represents the peak in Chilean exports of

king crab with 496,193 (kg) of the final product exported. The

increase in 1982 exports might be explained by favorable conditions

of demand in the international markets.

B.	 Seasonal Variations of Chilean Exports 

As a basis for determining if there is any seasonal variation

in the exports of king crab from Chile, monthly data from the years

1979 to 1982 were analyzed, estimating the exports in volume (kg)

given by ODEPA, for the mentioned period. The results of this

analysis can be observed in Figure 18 in which exports for each

month are plotted.

From these figures we can observe that most of the exports

are concentrated in the first and last quarter of each year. More

than 60% of the exports occur within this period. Especially

significant are the years 1979 with 90% of the exports occurring

in this period. Also we observed that in three of the four years

studied the first quarter of the year registered the highest export

level of volume of these two quarters.
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Fig. 17 Chilean Exports of King Crab in Vol (kg) - 1977-1982
Source: ODEPA and SUBSEP
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Fig. 18 King Crab, Exports Seasonality
Source: ODEPA
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C.	 International Market Share 

Chile exports king crab to a variety of markets in the world.

To analyze the importance of these markets, they were divided

into: Europe, North and South America, and the Orient countries.

From 1977 to 1982 the major portion (61%) of the king crab

exports, canned and frozen products, went to the European markets

(Figure 19). The remaining 38% is distributed between South and

North America with a very small percentage going to the Orient.

We need to define the market share in terms of canned products

versus frozen products to determine in what proportion the different

kinds of products are allocated to different markets.

Canned 

As seen in Figure 20, the major portion of canned products

goes to the European market. They average 84% from the years 1977

to 1982. The remaining percentage of exports goes to North and

South America with a small percentage going to markets in the

Orient.

Frozen 

In terms of frozen products (Figure 21) the exports are mainly

distributed to North America, particularly the U.S.A., averaging

71% of the frozen king crab exports between the years 1977 and 1982.

There is not a clearly defined second market area for this type

of product.
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Fig. 19 % of Exports by Market of Total Volume Exported
Source: ODEPA
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Fig. 20 Canned Production - Market Share (Exports)
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Fig. 21 Frozen Products - Market Share (Exports)
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D.	 Product Qualities and Types 

From the variety of countries Chile exports king crab to, we

can infer that there is also a number of different product forms

and types that have to be exported in order to satisfy the different

tastes and preferences of the consumer markets.

We have a wide range of products that can basically be

divided into frozen and canned. From this division we have the

following specific products exported.

Canned

Commodity Type of Can
Weight GRS

Net	 Drained Packaging Box lg.

King Crab,
in brine

Tin 307 x 113 180	 130 24 x 180 4.3

King Crab,
in brine

Alum	 57 240	 175 24 x 240 5.7

King Crab, Alum	 69 100	 90 48 x 100 4.8
Pate

King Crab, Alum	 69 210	 150 24 x 210 5.0
Pate

King Crab, 110 48 x 110 5.2
White

King Crab, 110 24x 2x 110 5.2
Mix

Table 13 King Crab Can Packaging
Source: Pesquera Magallanes and Pesquera Cado de Hornos

Table 13 above gives us the most common specifications for

exports of canned king crab. Reviewing the export statistics

given by ODEPA we find that the net weight and the number of cans
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per box vary greatly so we see box net weights of 3.6 kg, 4.3 kg,

4.8 kg, 4.9 kg, 5.0 kg, 5.7 kg, 8.6 kg, 9.6 kg, 11.5 kg, and 20 kg.

This fact reaffirms that companies have a great degree of flexibility

to cope with specific market demands for this product. Probably

this flexibility is due to the high price that king crab reaches

in the markets mentioned in IV-C.

Frozen 

For the frozen products, we also found different kinds of

products as in Table 14.

Commodity Type of Block Packaging Box (kg)

Frozen Meat 500 gr. 18 x 500 9.0

Frozen Meat 250 gr. 36 x 250 9.0

White Meat 500 gr. 18 x 500 9.0

White Meat 250 gr. 36 x 250 9.0

Cooked Meat 10.7

Legs E Claws 5.0

Claws 5.0

Meat with Shell 27.0

Whole Shell 27.0

Table 14 Frozen King Crab Packaging
Source:	 Pesquera Cabo de Hornos

As with the canned products we also find variety in box weights,

for example: 5 kg, 9.0 kg, 10.7 kg, 15 kg, 20 kg, 27 kg, 27.2 kg,

27.3 kg.

The block composition is typically 40% red meat, 60% white
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meat and the structure is:

Red Meat Topping

White Meat

Merus

This block structure is also called "Sandwich Type."

E. Marketing Aspects 

In terms of value the king crab exports represent only 1% of

the total Chilean fisheries exports.

The commercialization of king crab is almost non-existent in

the Chilean domestic market. The statistics of distribution at a

wholesale level do not show any sales at all in Santiago, which

is known to be a major center of consumption for seafood products.

Faced with this small local market, the industry has focused on

international markets. There is a demand for Chilean king crab

in Europe and the U.S. as seen in IV-D.

A problem faced by the Chilean producers of king crab is

the confusion between different qualities of the Northern and

Southern Hemisphere version of the species. From personal

communication with exporters in Chile and importers in the U.S.

and Europe, we have learned about this confusion and the implications

for this product. There is no visible association or organization

in Chile that has dealt specifically with this problem, but we

do hear complaints from Chilean producers about lower prices for

their products.
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Recently Chilean companies have engaged in marketing research

trying to solve these types of problems. They have hired private

consultants or they use the new office of the Chilean Trade

Promotion Bureau in San Francisco, or in New York City, both

part of the Chilean diplomatic service in the U.S.
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V. LEGAL ASPECTS

The latest in legislation available for king crab (Lithodes 

antarctica) is listed below.

A. Conservation Period

For Llanquihue and Chiloe (X and XI Regions), from

January 1 to April 30.

For Magallanes (XII Region), from February 1 to June 30.

NOTE: During a period of two years starting on October 27, 1981

there will not be a conservation period.

B. Minimum Legal Commercial Size

12 centimeters measured from the eye orbit to the inferior

center end of the cephalotorax.

C. Conservation for Female King Crab

During a period of two years starting on October 27, 1981,

all females including the ones that are of a commercial minimum size

will be under conservation.

D. Conservation Area

During a period of two to four years beginning on October

27, 1981, for king crab in the Porvenir Area (XII Region) enclosed

within the following points (Figure 22):

East: Costa Isla Grande, Tierra del Fuego

North: Punta Zegers (Paralel 52°52'S)

South: Cabo Boqueron (Paralel 53°28'S)

West: Meridian 70°40'W
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Fig. 22 King Crab Conservation Area
Source: SERNAP
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E.	 Fishing Gear

Beginning October 27, 1981 only trap fishing is

allowed for these fisheries.
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VI. NEW POTENTIAL FISHING AREAS 

Because of the importance of the king crab industry, especially

for the southern area, the Corporacion de Fomento de la Producion

felt it necessary to develop a broader study of king crab evaluation.

The study was conducted by IFOP between the years 1981 and 1982.

The main objective of the study was to determine the presence

or absence of king crab in areas not being exploited and to study

the feasibility of new commercial operations in those areas.

A. New Areas 

The study was done for interior waters of the X, XI, XII

Regions.

Due to the vastness of this area, it was divided into four

zones. The limits of each study zone concided with the region

limits, so the results reflect a regional situation.

A picture of the area, and the magnitude and distribution

of the four zones can be seen in Figure 23. We also observe

subzones (A, B, C, D, E, and F), used to study relative distribution

of the target resource.

B. Results of the Study Done by IFOP 

Specific distribution: King crab was found to be present

in the whole area, from Puerto Montt to the Magellan Strait.

Abundance: King crab was found to be more abundant in

the exterior channels of the XI Region (Aysen) and from the Golfo

de Penas to the Magellan Strait (Figure 23).
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Fig. 23 New Areas Under Study
Source: IFOP
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Depth: The highest density vs/area was found between

0 & 60 meters.

Relative abundance index: The index was calculated for

all the area (Puerto Montt-Magellan Strait). The best results

were obtained between 0 and 20 meters of depth. The results are

shown in Table 15.

Table 15 New Fishing Areas, Catch Per Unit of Effort

Zone	 C.P.U.E. (animal/trap)

X Region

XI Region
Interior Channels

XI Region
Exterior Channels
	

1.64

XII Region
Interior Channels
	

1.51

XII Region
Exterior Channels
	

0.93

Commercial yields: King crab showed commercial yield

from the Magellan Strait to the Golfo de Penas and in the exterior

channels of the XI Region (Aysen). These yields were superior

to the fishing zones actually under exploitation.

C.	 Opportunities and Problems 

Conservatively we can say that the new fishing areas as mentioned

in VI-A can double the actual fishing grounds for king crab in Chile.

As we learned the yields are of commercial importance.
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Therefore, there is a significant possibility for incre-

asing the Chilean production of king crab. The study did not

estimate exactly how much this production can be increased, but

CORFO is considering new studies in this area to determine the

variable.

There are some problems in developing the king crab fisheries

in these new and isolated areas. There is a lack of human resources

and energy for the development of processing plants. Part of the

solution for this problem may come through the new highway that

the Chilean government is building. This road starts in the city

of Puerto Montt, X Region and goes all the way to the city of

Aysen in the XI Region. This new road will attract more human

resources making it easier to develop industrial facilities for

king crab.
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VII. THE U.S.A.-CHILE JOINT VENTURE POSSIBILITIES 

As we know, the U.S. production of king crab has had a

substantial decline in the last four years (Table 16).

Table 16	 U.S.A. Landings of King Crab

Year

Thous.
lbs.

1979

149,660

1980

185,034

1981

88,054

1982

34,500

1983

18,000

Source: NMFS

The landing figure for the year 1983 is the lowest in the

history of the resource.

If we compare the landing figures with the animal size

frequency found in the last evaluation for the king crab resource

in Alaska (NMFS, 1982) the conclusion is that there is not going

to be an immediate recovery for this resource. Through personal

communication with one of the main researchers in this study, it

was possible to confirm that the projection of low catches will

prevail for 3 to 4 more years. What is even worse is that apparently

we have not reached the trough of the curve in terms of catch level

so we can expect further declines in catches for the next few years.

This creates a situation in which the quantity of king crab

demanded is superior to it's supply, with the consequential upward

pressure on price. Prices for king crab have recently reached

$18/pound on the West Coast and even higher on the East Coast.
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U.S.A. producers, wholesalers, and retailers are faced with

the problem of looking for a new source of supply to meet the

market demands.

Up to this point, and exploring the possible suppliers for

the U.S. market, Chile appears as a feasible possibility.

Now I would like to focus on some market aspects of the U.S.

vs/Chile that were found to have an interesting correlation and

are of interest to our analysis.

A. Chilean Industrial Production Share and U.S.A. Imports From Chile 

We can see from the graph in Figure 24 that the U.S.A. imports

of king crab from Chile in (tons)and the Chilean production of frozen

products in (Vol. tons) of the total production are correlated.

We know that the U.S.A. imports of king crab are mostly frozen

products, we also know that the Chilean production is either frozen

or canned. From the graph we can see a high correlation between

the two variables. This means that anytime the U.S. imports of

king crab increase, we have an increase in the frozen production

in Chile (see correlation in Appendix). This fact is possibly due

to the high prices the frozen products reach.

B. Shifts in the Market Share of Chilean Exports 

Chile exports king crab to a wide variety of markets. In

order to analyze the market share of the U.S.A., we present the

graph in Figure 25. In Figure 25 we observe that the largest

amount of exports to North America as a percentage of the total
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Fig. 24 The Relationship Between U.S.A. Imports and Chilean Production
Source:	 ODEPA
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Fig. 25 Chilean King Crab Exports to U.S.A. and Other Markets
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are for the years 1979 and 1982, with lower exports in 1977 and

1980. This data coincides with the data from Figure 24 in which

high exports and low exports occur at the same time.

C. The Supply Increasing in Chile 

Another aspect related is the potential for increasing supply

in Chile. In Figure 26 we can see the relationship of this supply

versus the U.S.A. supply and it is clear that after the year 1981

the U.S. production is declining and the Chilean production is

increasing. If we consider the factors of increase in the number

of companies entering the king crab market in Chile (Chapter III)

and the new fishing grounds (Chapter VI), then we can clearly

predict an increase in production in Chile, assuming the U.S.

production will continue its declining trend.

D. Correlation Between Variables 

As a way of integrating some of the variables mentioned, they

are shown in Figure 27: Chilean landings of king crab (tons), the

Chilean exports of king crab to U.S. (tons), the total Chilean exports

of king crab (tons), the production of frozen products in the Chilean

industry (tons),

The data show is from the years 1977 to 1982. From this graph,

we can observe a correlation between Chilean landings, Chilean exports

to the U.S. and frozen production in Chile. In order to prove this

correlation, linear regression for these variables was developed with

this data. The program used is: HP-41 CV, STAT 1-BSTAT.
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Fig. 26	 Chilean and U.S.A. Landings of King Crab
Source:	 Seafood Business Report and SERNAP
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The results were:

R1)
x = frozen production in Chile (tons)

y = Chile exports to U.S. (tons)

r = 0.99

R2)
x = frozen production Chile (tons)

y = total Chilean exports (tons)

r = 0.83

R3)
x = frozen production Chile (tons)

y = U.S. landings of king crabs (total pounds)

r = -0.50

R4)
x = Chile exports to U.S. (tons)

y = U.S. landings of king crabs (total pounds)

r = -0.58

The results suggest that there is a high correlation between

the production of frozen products in Chile and the Chilean exports

to the U.S. If the Chilean exports to the U.S. increase then the

frozen production in Chile increases. Also, if the total Chilean

exports increase we observe an increase in production of frozen

products.

On the other hand, there is an inverse relationship between

the U.S. landings of king crab and the Chilean production of frozen

king crab. This means that if the U.S. landings decrease then we

observe an increase in the Chilean production of frozen products.

The same inverse relationship was found for the U.S. king crab

landings and the Chilean exports to the U.S. If the U.S. landings

decrease we observe a higher level of Chilean exports to the U.S.
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These relationships are very important because they indicate

an increasing interdependence and higher relationship between the

U.S. and Chile for the development of the international king crab

market.

E.	 The Company's Attitudes 

The Chilean king crab industry is important in satisfying the

market shortage in the U.S. Through personal communications with

industry executives we have learned about recent mergers between

Chilean king crab companies and frequent meetings between the two

country's main company's executives which are directed, according

to their own words, to end in joint ventures in which the Chilean

king crab would be sold in the U.S. market under the brand name of

important and presetigious U.S. companies in the business.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a) The king crab distribution in Chile is from 39°S to 55°S.

b) The depth distribution is from 0 to 595 m.

c) King Crab displays marked sexual dimorphism.

d) The male king crab is larger than the female.

e) Sexual maturity occurs at a carapace length of 80 mm in females
and 90 mm in males.

f) The spawning period occurs from early December to early January.

g) King crab is a non-migratory species.

h) Certain cirripidia (barnacles) are parasites on king crab.

i) There are six different kinds of vessels used for fishing king
crab, the most important being the Pesquero Multi Proposito
with over 30 tons of carrying capacity.

j) The fishing gear used in Chile is the trap.

k) The fishing season is open from July 1 to January 30 with some
modifications for different areas.

1) The landings of king crab are concentrated in the XII Region.

m) The landings of king crab have increased to 1,473 tons in 1982.

n) There are about nine companies working on king crab production
on a regular basis.

o) Chile exports king crab as a frozen and canned product.

p) Most companies have located their central offices in the city
of Santiago and the processing plants in the city of Punta-Arenas.

q) The industry generates jobs for about 1,500 people.

r) The Chilean exports reached more than 4 million (U.S. dollars, FOB)
in 1982 and this trend is increasing.
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s) There is a seasonal trend in Chilean exports of king crab, most
of them occur between October and March with export peaks
between January and March.

t) Most of the canned products are exported to Europe and most
of the frozen products are exported to North America.

u) There is a wide diversity of packaging for frozen and canned
products.

v) There is no agreement in the scientific names of king crab in
Chile and the U.S.

w) New evaluations off the Chilean coast, show that king crab is
present in unexploited areas. The exploitation of these areas
can increase the production.

x) The decrease in Alaskan landings of king crab is highly
correlated to increases in the Chilean exports of king
crab to the U.S.

Recommendations 

With the development of this report, it has become clear that

the interdependence between the U.S. and Chile on the subject of

king crab is a recent phenomena. It is just beginning, and it will

be an important factor in the development of the market for this

product. Once joint ventures are established, there will be many

new and continuing developments in this area.

According to what we can see as a trend and to its importance,

both to the U.S. and Chile, this study should be continued in order

to understand this new market system and also to understand and predict

what the development will do to the resource itself. This will help

in developing better management plans and avoid the kind of problems

other fisheries have had in the past.
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X. APPENDIX

1. Chilean Landing Series (tons)

2. Chile, Production Share of King Crab (%), (kg)

3. Chilean Exports of King Crab (U.S. $ - FOB), (kg)

4. Linear Regression Data
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Chilean Landing Series (tons) 

YEAR LANDING

1970 428

1971 372

1972 391

1973 355

1974 511

1975 609

1976 1,028

1977 1,721

1978 1,408

1979 2,265

1980 1,351

1981 1,280

1982 1,473



Chile Production Share King Crab (%), (kg) 

YEAR FROZEN CANNED TOTAL

1977 0 0 148,558 100 148,558

1978 95,118 38.4 152,378 61.6 247;496

1979 231,182 86.4 36,121 13.5 267,303

1980 36,521 12.5 270,013 87.5 308,534

1981 61,791 28.1 158,256 71.9 220,047

1982 361,423 72.8 134,770 27.2 496,193



A-3

Chilean Exports of King Crab (U.S., $-FOB), 	 (kg)

YEAR	 1*	 2**	 .;***

1972 4,600

1973 3,100

1974 161,900

1975 596,700

1976 1,512,300

1977 1,470,672 148,558 21,309

1978 3,577,536 247,496 71,820

1979 2,197,397 263,303 152,329

1980 4,634,248 308,534 1,576

1981 2,206,339 220,047 38,268

1982 6,144,000 496,193 239,790

*1 Chilean Exports of King Crab (U.S. $, FOB)

**2 Chilean Exports of King Crab Volume (kg)

***3 U.S. Imports of Chilean King Crab (kg)



A-4(a)

LINEAR REGRESSION DATA*

1977
	

1978
	

1979
	

1980
	

1981
	

1982

1
	

2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6

Xi1 1,908 2,265 1,351 1,280 1,473

Y.1 95.12 231.182 36.521 61.791 361.423

Z.1 21.309 71.820 152.329 1.576 38.268 239.790

Di1 247.496 263.303 308.534 220.047 496.193

E.1 99,600 122,930 144,660 185,034 88,054 34,500

X. = Landings (tons)

Y=Frozen product - Chile (tons)1
Z.=Chile export to US (tons)1
D . = Total Chilean Export (tons)

E=US Landings king crab (thousand pounds)1

* 41CV Hewlett Packard, Stat 1-Prog-B Stat



LINEAR REGRESSION DATA

Xi/yi Yi/Zi Y./D.
1 1
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SUMMARY 

Chile and the United States have had a long history of

mutual help in scientific and economic matters. This paper

describes the Chilean king crab industry from economical and

biological standpoints. The actual situation of it and the

possible future development of the king crab fisheries.

There is no doubt that in the next four or five years, we

will see an increase in the international trade of this resource

between the two countries. It is my personal hope that this

paper will help with decisions that will have to be made by

executives of the companies involved and will help to develop

a better knowledge of the resource itself.
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